


● Project personnel
● Study methods + timeline  
● Story of two storms + data sharing

**Short Intermission**

● Challenges + difficulties
● Implications for climate change 

adaptation + coastal development
 
**Networking, questions, etc.**





… and our citizen scientists!



Where are you from? 

Visit: www.menti.com
Use code: 49 99 4

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/108d00c72a0b9d2d63f6ae93c5369bec/571e8687939e


What brings you here 
today?

Visit: www.menti.com
Use code: 49 99 4

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/108d00c72a0b9d2d63f6ae93c5369bec/4396d145c044










Penobscot:
Converging, long, 
north-south orientation, 
deep system,
freshwater input

Bass Harbor/SW Harbor:
Small, converging, 
north-south orientation, 
salt marsh

Bagaduce:
L-shaped, shallow, 
constrictions (reversing 
falls), tidal flats









Recollections of “bomb 
cyclone” weather events

Visit: www.menti.com
Use code: 66 58 68

https://www.mentimeter.com/s/52afd8bfd8d89689f336b1751bb4ff3a/d76f78728119








Oct. 30th storm
Southwest Harbor/Bass 

Harbor

 

Storm tide: Blue
Storm surge: Red 

 



Oct. 30th storm
Bagaduce River

 
Storm tide: Blue
Storm surge: Red 

 



Oct. 30th storm
Penobscot River

 

Storm tide: Blue
Storm surge: Red 

 







Jan. 4th storm
Southwest Harbor/

Bass Harbor

 

Storm tide: Blue
Storm surge: Red 

 



Jan. 4th storm
Penobscot River

 

Storm tide: Blue
Storm surge: Red 

 



Jan. 4th storm
Bagaduce River

 Storm tide: Blue
Storm surge: Red 

 











Icing over of equipment

“..and then the ice freezing over. So it was the 
weather that really impeded us in doing it correctly. 
We just couldn't pull the sensor out of the ice.“

Citizen scientist challenges and 
difficulties 



Community building with other citizen 
scientists 

“(I was) hoping to connect with new people through it, and locally 
that hasn’t been the case. I know that there’s another data logger 
just up the road from me, but besides one other person in the 
study I haven’t communicated with any of those people.”

“I think that we would of or I would of enjoyed contacting other 
people and not just feeling on my own. That's one thing. I think 
creating a team in an area who have a common interest would be 
more effective in a way then this one on one thing.”

Citizen scientist challenges and 
difficulties 



Data collection frequency 

“..because it’s so infrequent, when you’re doing it 
once a month you don’t get really good and right in 
the hang of it so much as if you were doing it every 
day or every week or something...so it doesn’t 
become like second nature because there’s a big 
interval in between you gotta remind yourself what 
to do.”

Citizen scientist challenges and 
difficulties 



Periodic check-ins and updates

“ (a suggestion) would be to see some simple graphs of 
the trends that are the product of the data you’re collecting 
rather than waiting for some longer time. Like you’re 
collecting it but unless you go in and you were to make 
your own graphs and things – you can see the day to day 
kinda ups and downs if you open the data flies. But pulling 
out some of the patterns that are emerging during the data 
collection time from different sites would be interesting and 
engaging I think for all the participants. So you’re not 
working in isolation and not knowing even perhaps what 
your own data looks like.”

Citizen scientist challenges and 
difficulties 



What we have learned
● Storm path and timing with tide is critical 
● Importance of accurate storm forecasting for 

flood advisories inland versus coastal
● Need for hydrodynamic modeling to inform 

future coastal adaptation 

Why is this important for Maine? 
● Coastal infrastructure
● Coastal economic development 
● Climate change adaptation 



● Electronic technical report

● Data in sharable form
 

● Scientific publications

● Opportunities for expansion and 
funding in the future

What’s next? 



● Who should receive these data? 

● What future research or studies or 
analysis are needed? 

Where do we go from here? 



National

National Weather Service, National Park Service, National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

State

Downeast Conservation Network, Maine Geological 
Survey, Maine Coastal Program, Natural Resources 
Council of Maine, Maine Coast Heritage Trust, Island 
Institute, Maine Sea Grant, Maine EPSCoR, Maine DOT  

Local 

Bagaduce Watershed Association, local fishermen and 
aquaculturists, Reversing Falls Sanctuary, People’s Forum of 
Penobscot, Blue Hill Heritage Trust 



Email: sensingsurge@gmail.com

Website: http://sensingstormsurge.acg.maine.edu

Dr. Kimberly Huguenard
Dr. Laura Rickard

Interested in becoming a citizen 
scientist? Contact us!




